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Two Bicycle Accidents

2014: I was meeting a friend for lunch in the 798 Art District. We biked along the main roadway
and joined the end of the line of cars and bicycles exiting the gated area. A metal parking lot barrier
arm remained standing, alert and raised, as the parade of visitors in vehicles exited. Car after car
drove under, and then my companion biked through, mere feet ahead of me. Last in line, I followed
him. My friend made it out, and then the arm started to fall. The man in the guard booth must have
pressed a button or flipped a switch. There was no mechanical damper to slow the descent. There
was no padding on the heavy rod. It was just a large plank of metal falling as fast as gravity
demanded. I squeezed my bike handle brakes as hard as I could and leaned back as far as my body
would let me. The metal arm crashed down and my face slammed into it.

2020: It was a beautiful fall pandemic weekend. Prospect Park was sunny, and summer barely felt
over. I rode around the looped bicycle path wearing my blue surgical mask, under sparkling sunfilled trees, past the manmade lake that looks natural. Things felt bright, warm, and safe for a
change, strangely hopeful in a time of quarantine. And then there was a cat. I only saw it for a
moment, but the gray fur looked well-groomed, domestic. It looked at me, and I looked at it. I
slowed a little, but didn’t stop, hoping that continuing on-course would be less confusing for its
calculations. And then it ran straight under my wheel. My wheel thumped, hitting the middle of its
body. In what felt like slow motion, I tipped over, falling, falling, falling, and the cat fled, alarmed
but visibly uninjured. My head hit the ground; my helmet pushed to the wrong side; my temple split
open. “That’s a LOT of blood,” I could hear someone say near me. I required four stiches in my
head.
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Three Accident Paintings
“Moments of disorientation are vital. They are bodily experiences that throw the world up, or throw
the body from its ground.”
Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, p. 157
Both of these bicycle accidents left me bedbound and with a concussion. For a month after
the second one, I lay in bed, unable to stand from the vertigo. The room swirled around me like two
giant spoons chasing each other around a teacup, one in each eye. And my work changed
completely. As soon as I could return to my studio, I went from making primarily portrait-size
paper collages and paintings of Greek and Roman mythological figures in dramatic poses to
making diaristic paintings rendered from my perspective but larger than my body, including The
Accident, Vertigo, and The Scar.
My art has always been deeply personal, but after the bicycle accident in Prospect Park I
finally found a way to depict my own stories rather than relying on Western mytho-historical
conduits. I thought these references would give my work context and richness, but perhaps
embedding my art in these often-forgotten narratives only kept the viewer at arm’s length. Instead,
I began to paint variations on scenes drawn from my own life, building a personal visual lexicon of
cats, bike wheels, spirals, mirrors, and feet. These imagistic building blocks appear and reappear,
ripple and morph, through the paintings, creating linked narratives not just of injury and recovery,
but more importantly, of what it means to steep in the self when the restricted space of the bed or
the home becomes the whole world. Nothing in my studio lives alone. Each piece has many
siblings.

8

L: The Accident, 2020, oil on canvas, 6’x5’. R: Detail of The Accident.

The Accident is the first painting I made once I could return to the studio. Two giant bike
wheels dominate the composition like an hourglass broken at the middle. The wheels are seen
directly from the side and placed in impossible positions relative to each other. Quick marks
indicate the paws, tail, and ears of an orange cat1 scrambling under and behind the dark blue thickly
painted top tire of the bicycle. The perspective is disorienting, and the brushwork is frenetic
everywhere except for the bicycle wheels. The static nature of the wheels layered on top,
symmetrical and stoic, lends the painting a fatalistic air.

1

The cat in reality was grey, but I took artistic license in the painting.

9

L: Vertigo, 2020, oil on canvas, 6’x5’. R: Detail of Vertigo.

At the top of the next painting I made, Vertigo, the bike wheels of The Accident turn into
giant swirling vertiginous spirals. At the bottom of the painting, two heads rest, one looking
directly at the viewer, the other up the canvas to the rest of the depicted space. The eyes of the
heads have spirals painted in the irises, suggesting the figure(s) are hypnotized and disoriented.
Two cat heads float above the swirly-eyed figure(s). In the summer of 2020, I had taken in two
pandemic rescue kittens who had been found at a construction site not long before my bike
accident. There is an ironic tension between harming the Prospect Park cat and nurturing sick foster
kittens. The cats in the painting stare down as witnesses, as nursemaids, as jury.
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L: The Scar, 2020, Oil paint, human hair, and a used q-tip on canvas, 6’x5’. R: Detail of The Scar.

In The Scar, a figure is framed by a mirror, the skin glowing a deep quinacridone pink, like
raw tuna or a very rare steak. Fuzzy, thick strokes frantically emanate from around the figure’s
arms, suggesting that they are moving quickly or vibrating, recalling the frenzied appendages of the
cat in The Accident. Below the mirror and off-center, a giant, tap-less sink extends unnaturally
down to the bottom edge of the painting. On the ledge, a used q-tip is collaged onto the canvas.
During the early part of the pandemic, while bedbound and under quarantine, I wasn’t
seeing anyone, and I wasn’t able to shower easily with my head wound. My hair kept getting
caught in the pus and scab tissue. I decided to shave the sides of my head to allow the sutured gash
to heal more easily.
The hair on the canvas is the hair that I shaved off from around my injury. Attached to the
surface of the canvas is the q-tip that I used before leaving the apartment after my recovery. The qtip is coated in deep yellow earwax. I must not have cleaned my ears very often. The wall around
the mirror in the painting is painted a similar greenish yellow—earwax yellow, piss yellow.
11

I have always been aware of my body. From heart conditions and arthritis to bicycle
accident concussions and quasi-cancerous tumors, from kidney stones to burst ovarian cysts, my
physical existence and limitations have always been part of my daily life. Every time I sit down,
my hands sub-consciously shift to my knees to check if they are of equal size or if the arthritic knee
is noticeably swollen. I have spent a cumulative year of my life trapped in bed, unable to walk. My
work is about the experience of having an unreliable body, a body that has opinions of its own.
I think of these “accident paintings” and every painting I’ve made since as pieces in an
ongoing narrative, like panels in a comic. Each painting is laced with its own internal humor, but
there is no precise punchline at the end. This continuing series of work is not about trauma. It is
about the precarity of a bodily existence. And even though it is incontrovertibly my bodily
existence, a non-binary, chronically ill, and injured existence, I think these paintings talk about
experiences we all can access—from taking a bath to being trapped in the house.

12

Presence/Absence
“Sometimes naming a thing—giving it a name or discovering its name—helps one
to begin to understand it.”
Octavia E. Butler, Parable of the Sower, p. 77

Mirrored, 2021, oil paint on hand-embroidered canvas and collaged linen, 36”x30”

From across the room, Mirrored appears deceptively abstract. However, up close, raised
welts of embroidery push up from under the canvas-color oil paint, building a barely visible ghostlike figure. This painting is made up of four layers—a graphite and colored pencil layer, an
embroidery layer, a collaged linen layer, and an oil paint layer.
On the graphite layer of this portrait-size canvas floats a full-length figure, standing erect,
but with no visible floor or ground. They are wearing shorts with an elastic waistband pulled and
stretched over their wide hips, a sports bra that seems more like armor than lingerie on their chest,
and a standard bicycle helmet worn high up on their head. They are not wearing any shoes. The
pencil-drawn arms hang stiffly by their sides, legs together, thigh fat squishing where the knees
meet. The face is delineated, but in a neutral state, showing no emotion. I imagine this figure as the
13

ghost from my accident, floating in a mirror at the foot of my bed where I am bedbound with
vertigo.

Production details of the stages and layers of Mirrored

Mimicking the edges of the canvas, two vertical wiggly lines trap the figure statically in the
center of the canvas. Though their overall shape evokes a coffin or elevator, they are the edges of
the mirror. Inside the outline of the body, green colored pencil lines ripple vertically, parallel with
the erect body, like an unraveled peppermint stick. Outside the body, salmon-colored lines flow
horizontally, higher on the right than the left. They traverse the depicted mirror-space like curtains
billowing in the wind from an open window out of frame.

14

Each of these squiggly energy lines within the form of the mirror, both inside and outside
the body, has been sewn with a running stitch. I did not realize until after the painting was complete
that the stiches through the canvas paralleled the stiches above my temple after my crash.
Everything in this work—the drawing of the figure, the swooping lines of embroidery
thread, the left and right edges around the demarcated mirror—is covered. The left and right sides
are covered in collaged linen, and the embroidered body is covered in oil paint, thick and sticky,
rolled on, smacking with paint the color of raw canvas, the color of sickly paleness. Almost-neon
yellow-green and orange-pink strokes vibrate between the dingy blue painted linen strips and the
now-erased figure. Only a hint of the original graphite can be seen whispering underneath the oils,
a notional toe, the edge of the shorts. The stitchwork rises up like hives from beneath the paint, like
a calmly tortured acupuncture diagram, like a low-relief silhouette in the shape of an Ana Mendieta
earth-body work.

From Left to Right: Ana Mendieta, Untitled: Silueta Series, Mexico, 1976.
Alma, Silueta en Fuego, 1975. Untitled: Silueta Series, Iowa, 19772.

2

Ana Mendieta, Alma, Untitled: Silueta Series, Mexico, 1976; Silueta en Fuego, 1975; Untitled: Silueta Series, Iowa,
1977, photographs, Galerie Lelong, New York, in “Current Feature: Ana Mendieta,” Museé: Vanguard of Photography
Culture, Issue no. 16 - chaos (Oct., 2016)
https://museemagazine.com/features/2017/11/20/w413qtz3xpqjl0lc2yzm1aar30395l
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Mendieta’s Siluetas came from a search to become one with the earth, to find a connection
with nature after being displaced to the United States from her Cuban homeland. Her Siluetas are
the depth and height of herself, carrying the emotional weight of a living being when they are
present, and when they are gone. In Mirrored, there is very little depth—only the three-dimensional
space created by the stitching. The sutures suggest a human form, but only a thought or memory of
one. There is no body present.
Even though the body in the mirror does not take up space, it is unified. The philosopher
Jacques Lacan proposes “the mirror stage” of development during which a child’s appendages are
outside of its control, fragmented.3 In the mirror, however, the child recognizes a whole, a fiction.
As with the dissociation of Lacan’s mirror stage, when I paint from my perspective, my body is
dislocated, disembodied, disjointed—hands, feet, legs, breasts. In my paintings, the viewer takes on
my point of view, and can only recognize the body as a whole in the fiction within the mirror.
I spend a lot of time thinking about the dual presence and absence of bodies—bodies that
are impossibly in two places at once, especially when ill or physically immobilized. Trapped in
bed, I travel in my thoughts. The bedding, the sheets, the comforters, they eat me. They get tangled
with my shorts, my nightgown, my shirt. I am tied up, but my mind can wander. In the full-length
mirror at the foot of my bed, I imagine I see myself after the accident, standing over my prone
physical form. My other self, my mind-self, relives experiences, has new ones. I am in two places
at once; neither me is quite real, neither me is quite unreal.
Body Prints
“10 years before he’d never been aware of the beating of his own heart.”
Yoko Tawada, The Emissary, p. 110
3

Johnston, Adrian, "Jacques Lacan", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2018 Edition), Edward N.
Zalta (ed.), https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2018/entries/lacan/.
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In 2020, in the hospital in Brooklyn, while waiting to have my temple stitched, the elastic
ear band on my surgical mask was so saturated with blood that it trickled into my ear. The blood
was cold and tickled, and so I took off my mask quickly, and pressed the white-cum-red elastic to
the hospital blanket. Even in my concussed state, I took photos because the blood prints were so
beautiful.

Blood prints from the elastic of my surgical mask on the hospital blanket

After this, I felt a deep need and desire to print my body. All my work since the accident
has attempted to locate the self through mapping, covering, tracing, collecting, and absenting the
body in different ways.
To make body prints, I tried covering my head in a plastic bag, covering the bag in oil paint,
and printing that. It didn’t work (I ended up with a bag print). I tried stiffening strips of linen onto a
canvas like a flattened face, in hopes of painting and printing it. That definitely didn’t work. I
eventually printed my face with children’s facepaint. Facepaint is not archival, but I needed to get
the idea of a body print into a realized form.

17

Face made of PVA-hardened linen strips collaged on canvas and oil painted to match raw canvas

Facepaint prints

Then I came across the body prints of Keltie Ferris, and through Ferris, David Hammons.
To make their works, each artist coats his body in a fat (oil, margarine, baby oil, etc.), places the
oiled part of himself on a piece of paper, removes the body part, and then sprinkles powdered
pigment on top which sticks to the wet oily imprint.4 Hammons developed this method in the
1960s–’70s, even documenting the process and creating public interactive events. Hammons’s body
print works investigate the experience of being Black in America and, in his own words, served to
“mak[e] sure that the Black viewer had a reflection of himself in the work.”5
4

Imagine making a handprint in glue and sprinkling glitter on top—the glitter only sticks to the glue.
Laura Hoptman, “An Introduction: David Hammons’s Body Prints” in Drawing Papers 144: David Hammons: Body
Prints, 1968–1979, ed Joanna Ahlberg, (Minneapolis: Shapco Printing, 2021), 12. Linda Goode Bryant, the founder of
the gallery Just Above Midtown (JAM), also suggests that Hammons’s body prints were a marriage between the
political figuration of many Black Arts Movement artists and abstraction which was popular in the New York art scene.
Thank you to Anne-Laure Lemaitre for giving me this book.

5
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Ferris came to body printing through looking at Hammons’ and Jasper Johns’ body prints.
He was interested in the ways in which imprinting his own body allowed for a simultaneous
anonymity and intimacy, leaving room for androgyny and queerness.6 My prints likewise speak to
my trans and queer experience. These prints hover between abstract and hyper-specific through the
detail in the wrinkles in cloth and the texture of skin. There is a searching for the self in a body
print, and a reassurance that you are present—you made a mark.

L: David Hammons, Untitled, 19697. R: Keltie Ferris, Prince, 2013-148.

This process of body printing is physical and laborious and captures the magic of
printmaking and the multifaceted nature of being human. In my own body prints, I was interested in
the almost medicalized and x-ray-like textures that this technique can convey.

6

Max Lakin, “An Homage to David Hammons,” Cultured, May 17, 2019,
https://www.culturedmag.com/article/2019/05/17/david-hammons.
7
David Hammons, Untitled, 1969, pigment on paper, 36 1/4” x 25 1/8”, The Museum of Modern Art, New York,
https://drawingcenter.org/exhibitions/david-hammons/works/27.
8
Keltie Ferris, Prince, 2013-2014, oil and powdered pigment on paper, 40 1/4” x 26 1/8”, Chapter NY, New York,
https://chapter-ny.com/exhibitions/past/keltie-ferris-1/.
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My first faceprint test with PVA glue and pigment9

Details from my final full body print

These face prints eventually led to a full body print. To make it I wore the outfit I was
wearing the day of the Prospect Park accident (a ribbed sports bra and shorts with an elastic
waistband), fully bathed myself in PVA glue (in my hair, my ears, my toes), printed my gluecovered body onto the paper, and sprinkled a deep blue powdered pigment on the wet patches.

9

I experimented with this form of body printing on canvas (primed), linen (primed), rag paper (primed), and oil paper
(raw). I tried coating myself in linseed oil and then in watered-down PVA glue.
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Yves Klein, Anthropometrie de l’Epoque Bleue, (ANT 82), 196010

My use of blue is in conversation with Yves Klein’s Anthropometries, a series of paintings
in which Klein used naked women slathered in blue paint as “human paintbrushes.”11 Klein’s
process denied these women collaborative agency and autonomy.12 Even the printed figures are depersonalized with no faces, no hands, and no feet. My body prints refute this misogynistic and
exploitative history through the use of my own body, with particular attention to the face, the
hands, and the feet.13
Once complete, I collaged my full body print onto the surface of an 8’-tall canvas,
revisiting the same image as Mirrored, in which a post-accident ghost figure appears in the mirror
at the foot of the bed.

10

Yves Klein, Anthropometrie de l’Epoque Bleue, (ANT 82), 1960, paint on paper. In “The Radical Nudes of Yves
Klein's Anthropometries,” Sotheby’s, January 21, 2020, https://www.sothebys.com/en/articles/the-radical-nudes-ofyves-kleins-anthropometries.
11
TateShots, “Yves Klein, Anthropometries,” January 17, 2013, interview, 2:14,
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/yves-klein-1418/yves-klein-anthropometries.
12
Although several of the models that Klein used as human brushes say they were respected and treated as
collaborators, Klein’s models were all skinny, white, and adhered to a Western standard of beauty. In public
performances, the models were naked, while Klein remained fully clothed in fancy dress, backed by an all-male
orchestra in fancy dress, meanwhile touching the young women intermittently to direct them where to apply their paintcovered bodies on the blank substrate. The women would slather paint on their breasts, stomachs, genitals, and thighs
in front of a seated audience and then apply their painted bodies as directed. Sometimes the paint-covered women
would drag each other around on a surface, undeniably reminiscent of the highly sexualized performance of allwomen’s mud or jello wrestling.
13
Amy Bravo and Amorelle Jacox assisted me in making the first full body print.
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Feet
“Eleanor found herself unexpectedly admiring her own feet.”
Shirley Jackson, The Haunting of Hill House, p. 60
When bedbound, I spend a lot of time staring at my feet. They are the only part of my body
I can easily see when lying down, and every once in a while, my hand flies into view to turn on a
lamp or to reach for a drink of water.

L: My foot next to the clay foot. R: The feet after being fired and glazed, hand for scale.

I built 19”-long clay feet for the 8’-tall canvas with the body print to stand on. I hand-built
the feet based on my own (with my bunions and my calluses) standing barefoot in the clay room.
The first big toe I made for the right foot was too small for the rest of the foot. I started the next
workday by amputating the toe. It is a very immediate and complicated sensation cutting into a
replica of your own body. I took a video while I chopped it off. When the dough cutter sliced down
through the grey, moist, groggy clay it made a scraping sound as if on sandpaper, and then a final
crunch and crackle as the cutter made it through to the wooden board underneath.
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The original thumbnail for 8 Feet

The painting originally had six feet—one body-printed pair, a second pair drawn on the
canvas, and a third ceramic pair below. I doubled the drawn feet on the canvas, like an offset
risograph print, like a 3D movie without the glasses, like vision with vertigo. And now I call this
painting 8 Feet and it refers to both the size and the content.

L: 8 Feet, 2022, oil, pigment body print on oil paper and collaged canvas, ribbon, plastic trim, and rhinestone
trim on canvas, ceramic feet, H8’8” x W6’ x D19”. R: Detail of 8 Feet.
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Thumbnails
“The truth was, Hisako…often felt she no longer knew where
her face was in relation to her head.”
Taeko Kōno, Toddler Hunting and Other Stories, p. 239
I make a lot of small thumbnail sketches. I first began doing this in 2014 while recovering
from my first bike concussion. I then did it when recuperating after my tumor surgery and radiation
treatment a couple of years later. I used it again after my bike accident in 2020. It is a bedbound
tool that has never left me. I sketch my own ideas, but I also use this format to take little notes—
like mental screenshots for myself of things I see that I want to remember. Sometimes I just draw
the exact same thumbnail from one page to the next (sometimes intentionally and sometimes
accidentally shifting small details). And sometimes there is a thumbnail from ten pages before that I
want to keep on my mental desktop and I repeat the same image over and over, screenshotting
manually with my pen.

Thumbnails of the strong figure in the shadows on the ceiling

Sometimes the thumbnails don’t become a painting or haven’t yet become a painting. These four
small drawings were made at night when it was dark in the bedroom. They depict shadows from the
24

curtains seeping across the ceiling. The shadows look like a figure. It is a strong, healthy, broadshouldered figure. I want to be that figure.

Thumbnail of unknown origin

I found this thumbnail from a year ago in my sketchbook. It feels so right that I assumed it
couldn’t be mine. I normally mark down the name or initials of the original artist if the work is by
someone else, but this drawing was unnamed. I wanted to make a painting from this sketch, but
didn’t want to steal a composition from an unknown source. I asked many artist friends if they
recognized it. They didn’t.
I thought the image might be originally mine because the drawn body is fragmented.
Disjointed body parts often show up in my paintings. However, this isn’t exclusive to me. Then I
recognized the pillow. Ever since my surgery in 2017 I’ve slept with a pillow under my radiationtreatment ankle. The pillow at the foot of my bed, the wrong end of the bed, and only at the wrong
end of the bed, makes this sketch mine.
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Multiple thumbnails which later became the painting On/Off

All the paintings in my thesis show are based on bedbound thumbnail sketches. In my
studio there is a large unruly heap of sketchbooks full of these 1.5”x1” thumbnails.
In my studio there are also piles of things: cloth (striped, laced, transparent, one that looks
like Ernie’s shirt on Sesame Street), toilet paper rolls (collected during lockdown), ziploc bags of
hair (my cats’, and also my own at different lengths, with some hacked off and others buzzed only a
little), glues (PVA, thick transparent gel mediums, matte medium, clear gesso, silicone glue, gorilla
glue, plastic glue, hot glue).
There are body parts strewn about my studio: Heads, faces, hands, feet, legs… they are
nailed to the walls, sandwiched behind tables, hiding behind canvases.
These objects I adhere to my canvases, learning new materials and techniques like silicone
and image transfer, learning which materials require which glues to stick to the substrate. It is a
form of worldbuilding, temporarily taping elements down before gluing them, and then finally
painting on them. It is a long process.
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When choosing a glue, and even when choosing which objects to glue, I always consider
the archival nature of the material. I often use PVA (which is essentially archival Elmer’s glue) for
this reason. My drive to make the work as archival and long-lasting as possible feels deeply rooted
in the unreliability of my body. I am scared of my body falling apart and unraveling even further.
My health is outside of my control but choosing which glue to use is within it.

Repetition
“I made a small 24” x 24” experiment. IT WORKED!”
Jack Whitten, Notes from the Woodshed, p. 63

Aura, unfinished 2021-?, oil on canvas, 6’x5’

I’m a very slow maker in many ways. Ideas often take a long time to process. The painting,
Aura, has remained in the same stage—ghostly orange and blue leg outlines at the bottom and a
radiating rainbow sherbet silhouette of a torso upside down up top—for the past seven months and
hasn’t progressed. The pastel palette and thin paint feel too ethereal and ungrounded.
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Two Halves, 2021, oil on primed macramé cord and paper, 18.5”x15”

Aura remains unresolved, but the idea moved into another form in Two Halves. The
macramé cord collaged under the oil paint grounds the image. When I feel stuck in my practice, I
make new drawings or paintings based on my stymied works. This gives the ideas and forms room
to grow.
Starting with Two Halves, I began collaging macramé cord onto paper and then painting
over it.

Two Painters, 2021, oil on primed macramé cord and paper, 22”x17”
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Not only do my ideas and images ripple and reiterate, but my processes move and shift as well.
Two Painters was the second macramé cord oil painting on paper.

Hot/Cold, 2021, oil paint, human hair, macramé cord, paper, and graphite on canvas, 6’x5’

And sometimes these processes end up in a more final stage somewhere else, as with the macramé
spirals on the painting Hot/Cold.

Hot/Cold
“Your body is your coachwork. Your coachwork, whether you love it or not.
It’s the continuation of your discourse. I think it accompanies what you do very closely.”
Carol Rama, Antibodies, p. 204
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L: Frida Kahlo, What the Water Gave Me, 193814. R: Jasper Johns, The Bath, 198815.

Standing 6’ tall by 5’ wide, Hot/Cold portrays a bathtub scene from the perspective of
someone soaking within the tub, in the tradition of Frida Kahlo and Jasper Johns—but at twice lifesize. The dingy, warm, ambient bathroom light in the painting, devoid of heavy shadowing, helps
create an intimate domestic scene. Two painted legs float up from the bottom of the canvas. They
emerge from murky, dappled, polka-dotted water of navy blue, warm purples, and deep grass
greens. The depicted body is imperfect, with bunions, red spots, and lumps, as if the bath is meant
to soothe these ailments. Like hypnotic eyes from a children’s cartoon, two large, collaged spirals
of metallic-painted macrame cord with the painted letters “H” and “C” above them signify the Hot
and Cold taps of the tub. They stand guard over the dirty-peach-colored bathtub, whose walls are
encrusted with collaged curly brown human hair. It is unclear from which part of the body the hair
has been culled. The hairiness of the bathtub feels humorous, gross, and gender-irreverent. But it
also talks to hair loss and illness, lending a bodily quality to the tub itself.
14

Frida Kahlo, What the Water Gave Me, 1938, oil on canvas, 36” x 27.75”, collection of Daniel Filipacchi, Paris,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:What_the_Water_Gave_Me_by_Frida_Kahlo.jpg.
15
Jasper Johns, The Bath, 1988, encaustic on canvas, 48 1/4” x 60 1/4”, Kunstmuseum Basel, Switzerland. In “In
Praise of Painting’s Ambiguity, Part 2,” by John Yau, Hyperallergic, August 3, 2019,
https://hyperallergic.com/512080/in-praise-of-paintings-ambiguity-part-2/.
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Detail of the hair embedded in the oil paint around the foot in Hot/Cold

Details of the macramé self-portraits in Hot/Cold16

I wanted to capture the experience of bathing rather than a detailed catalog of quotidian
objects found in a bathroom. I mix and match the sources for my paintings—sometimes painting
and drawing directly from life, sometimes working from imagination and personal photography—
to build an idiosyncratic reality. The removal of various realistic aspects, like handles on the taps
and a faucet on the tub, works to further the experiential and pieced-together quality of the world of

16

On the Hot tap, the portrait is head-on, with the red center circle forming a sort of clown nose in the middle of the
face. On the Cold tap, I painted a photo-realistic self-portrait on the right side of the spiral. I then swirled it around the
spiral with a large brush. The black line flanked by two white lines directly to the right of the blue center circle are the
distorted iris and whites of the eyeball.
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the painting. The collaged nature of the source material corresponds with the assembled material
aspects of the works and their surfaces.
Twisted and distorted self-portraits painted in the spirals act as reflections of the face
associated with the floating legs. The faces are at impossible angles compared to each other and
with respect to the floating legs. The binary of the Hot and Cold taps can refer to the perceived
binary of gender. Here, in private, the bather is free to adjust the balance of the gender soup that
they are steeping in.
On/Off
“When the lights of health go down, the undiscovered countries…are then disclosed.”
Virginia Woolf, “On Being Ill”

On/Off, 2022, oil, pastel, graphite, and collaged canvas on canvas, 6’x5’
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Six uneven rectangles of canvas overlap, shifting from the bottom right of the supporting
canvas to the upper left. On each one is drawn a hand in a new position, slowly shifting in a way
that recalls cell animation or the work of Eadweard Muybridge, from an open-palmed hand with
outstretched fingers to a twisted fist pinching with extended index finger and thumb. Each of these
hands is far larger than a life-size human hand. The dissected motion emphasizes the time it takes
to perform an action. When trapped in bed, something as simple as turning off the light becomes an
effort or even impossible.
A cat lies across the bottom of the painting, belly up, exposed, vulnerable but trusting,
fluffy. It is sketchily painted in a warm brown. Over its left eye is a huge transparent red mark
covering the eye, and ear, and continuing out past the lines of the cat, like a badly filled coloring
book. The cat could be the cat I hit with my bike, my pandemic foster kitten, or me. The red mark
radiates from the cat’s temple where I was injured.

L: My hand in front of a hand in On/Off for scale. R: Detail of the red mark over the cat’s eye.
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Looming over the cat is a night table, and on top of that towers a tripod-legged lamp. The
collaged hands reaching up to the lamp are outlined in graphite, and aren’t painted in. They feel
ghost-like, caught in an action or in a conceived action. The bulb in the lamp is painted the light
yellow of hardboiled egg yolk, indicating that it is “on,” but the animated hand suggests a future
state of “off.” In this way the light is simultaneously both on and off, between two states, two ends
of a binary.
The gestural and airy purples and blues of the background room are punctuated with a few
violent splotches of orange and yellow. These marks carry the imprint of a textured paper towel, as
if a bloated mosquito has just been squished on the wall or a mess has just been mopped up by
hand. The blue haze of the painting is calming, but the gestural circular marks that make up the
purplish background, the glowing red patch on the cat’s eye, and the paper towel prints suggest a
subcurrent of violence.

Dissociation
“Through the lack of attaching myself to words, my thoughts remain nebulous most of the time.
They sketch vague, pleasant shapes and then are swallowed up…”
Jean-Paul Sartre, Nausea, p. 7
It is hard to unravel the un-wordness of the self. There is my nonbinary self, my chronically
ill self, and my injured self. They are all separate, and they are all related, because they are all me. I
haven’t yet figured out how to fully weave together talking about transness with talking about
chronic illness and injury. I can speak to either one, but the relationship between the two feels
elusive and holds its own strange power.
My body does not feel like my own—in a health sense or in a gendered one—and I explore
dissociation from the self and from the body in my art through the embodiment of a body print,
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through the disembodiment of a painted foot or a drawn hand, and through the multiplying of selfportraits within a single work. Chronic illness and injury divide the world into the self that is
bedbound, and the imagined self. This duality of physical reality and mind reality is often
expressed in my work through repetition and symmetry. Doubling not only responds to the
fragmentation created by illness, but also reflects the conflict between gender as internallyexperienced and as societally-viewed.
I’m not sure that, even with gender-affirming surgery or other interventions, I could ever
have a body that felt like it was mine (gendered dissociation). I am too aware that my physical form
makes its own decisions (medical dissociation). I am just along for the ride. These two dissociative
elements are so interwoven that it is hard for me to dissect them; they have been with me since the
beginning.
As a very small child, I remember thinking, “I am not a girl. But I am also not a boy. So I
must be a girl, because there are only two options.” When I was little, I loved the film Some Like It
Hot in which the cross-dressing Jack Lemmon would repeat phrases like “I’m a girl, I’m a girl, I’m
a girl” and “I’m a boy, I’m a boy.” But those two designations always felt wrong.
When I paint my body, I paint the body I have. I often avoid the parts of the body that are
societally gendered. However, when I do paint my chest or my pubis, they are non-binary. When
looking at my self-portraits, people often will ask, “Who is that boy?” or “Who is that girl?” In
every case, it is me.
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Game Time, 2022, oil, graphite, curtains, lace, macramé cord French knots,
and pink mirrored plexiglass on canvas, 6’x5’11”

Game Time is the only painting I have made since the accident where the painted figure
wasn’t wearing a tight binder-like sports bra. I wanted to paint an intimate but humorous painting
about how my cats like to play whack-a-mole when I am trying to masturbate; the vibrator under
the comforter jiggles like a cat toy. However, I didn’t want it to be a sexy painting. The intent was
to create a work about sex as a basic human need—about sex, but not sexualized.
When a body perceived to be female or assigned female at birth is rendered in a painting, it
is often depicted so as to be arousing, sometimes at a salacious angle with emphasis on the breasts
and pubis gleaming. In Game Time, the torso of the figure masturbating is painted in a cool-tone
version of the color of Pepto Bismol, more like Peppa Pig pink, cartoon pink. Down at the bottom
of the canvas the body chromatically dissolves, disappearing into the watery blue wash of the
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bedding. The nipples are not filled in at all, denied. The genitals are obscured by the painted and
collaged blanketry. The genitals are left ambiguously bulging under the comforter.17

L: Carol Rama, Appassionata, 194318. R: Detail from Game Time.

Like the animated hands in On/Off, a cartoonish descending cat paw repeated five times
indicates motion. The paw has bubble fingers and white fur on the paw like a little glove. The
propriety of wearing a white glove becomes funny in the context of an interrupted masturbatory
encounter. This is not purely a cat as a symbol or as part of the worldbuilding. This is a participant
in the main action of the painting. The direct comedy of the situation further denies the sensuality
of the moment.
The swatting cat paw evokes the erection bouquets of penises flapping in the face of a
woman with her tongue out in Carol Rama’s Appassionata. Though Rama’s work is more explicitly
titillating, the humor of a waggling member is shared between the pieces. In Rama’s painting, the

17

This denies the potential for “skirt checking” which is the transphobic act of trying to determine someone’s
governmentally-assigned sex based on the shape of their genitals.
18
Carol Rama, Appassionata, 1943, watercolor on paper, 9” x 7 1/8”, private collection, Turin,
https://www.artsy.net/artwork/carol-rama-appassionata-impassioned.
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woman is central to the work and is hierarchically larger than the two men flanking her. Though the
penises dance fervently demanding her attention, the woman remains poised, in power. The paw of
the cat, like the penises, is in a supporting role. The large pink nonbinary torso is solidly, centrally,
and symmetrically positioned at the bottom of the canvas, in control and dominating the contained
land of the bedscape.
Containers
“What is before you becomes the world. The edges of that world disappear as you zoom in. The
object…becomes what is given by losing its contours. The [object] becomes worldly, which might
even mean you lose sight of [its surroundings].
Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology, p. 157
All of my figure paintings are situated domestically—in bathrooms, in bed, at the window,
at the mirror. When the body and skin are unreliable, the domicile becomes the next preventative
shell safeguarding the self. Where one seeks shelter and comfort thus becomes an extension of the
body itself.
The body is a home and a container of the self. The skin acts as a thin membrane wall,
protecting what is inside, but the danger finds ways of peeking in the windows.
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Night Window, 2022, oil, colored pencil, linen, window screen, transparency plastic, drinking straws, silicone, silver
flashe, human hair, cat hair, paper, and image transfers collaged on canvas, 6’1.5”x5’

In Night Window, two hands, left and right, sit at the bottom of the canvas on the window
ledge. Above them, a window screen veils a gleaming plastic printout of the artist’s face, doubled
in the reflection of the night window. The hands mirror each other. They belong to one body, but
they are both disembodied. The silicone skin shell on the left has the effect of a three-dimensional
x-ray. The skin of the silicone cast over the left hand is present, but the hand itself is absent, along
with the ring on its ring finger. The right hand is an image transfer of the red-orange of an electric
crosswalk sign, forever saying “don’t cross,” forever negating.
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L: Process detail of the silicone hand. R: Detail of the image-transfer hand.

Above the window screen, chunks of canvas with images transferred onto them float in the
orange-pink sherbet sky. The color of the sky is both beautiful and worrisome. Skies only turn this
color with heavy industrial pollution or other air particulates like the debris from an out-of-control
forest fire.
When one is stuck in bed or stuck in the house, the contained and designated inhabited
space becomes the entire world. The paintings in my thesis show are all six feet tall or larger. They
are bigger than I am, almost the size of a small bed. When working on a surface bigger than
yourself, the painting is the only thing you can see.

Now
“No live organism can continue for long to exist sanely under conditions of absolute reality;
even larks and katydids are supposed, by some, to dream.”
Shirley Jackson, The Haunting of Hill House, p. 1
Since painting The Accident, my work has been shifting to become less about the accidents
and more about the personal layers of the body, the bed, and the home. The focus of the works
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zooms in as far as the cells, pores, and wrinkles of the body and zooms out as far as the city and
even the moon. Like breathing, one’s vision of oneself expands and contracts.
Time itself hastens and slows. Some processes move quickly, like oil paint, graphite, and
silicone. Others, like clay, body printing, and other laborious, many-staged, and experiment-based
techniques, take longer. Time does weird things when you’re sick and stuck in bed. Pain is hard to
remember in retrospect, but in the moment, it feels like forever.
No longer about specific events, my works attempt to locate the self when it is trapped,
whether in a bed, in the home, or within the body itself. Ursula K. Le Guin writes that the “shape of
the novel might be that of a sack, a bag. A book holds words. Words hold things. They bear
meanings.”19 She proffers this as a feminist response to what she deems the macho novel structure
which revolves around a phallic narrative climax. Seen all together, my paintings, though not
always explicitly narrative, begin to take the form of the carrier bag shape of a novel. Within my
sack are the piles of sketchbooks, heaps of cloth, distributed body parts, and buckets of glues.
Who knows me better than I do? Whether I find myself in a transparency behind a window
screen or in a rhinestone-encircled line drawing of a foot, I will eventually collect all the pieces.

19

Ursula K. Le Guin, “The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction,” in Dancing at the Edge of the World: Thoughts on Words,
Women, Places, 165-170. New York: Grove Press, 1989.
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